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		This timely edited collection offers a multidisciplinary perspective on social commerce, a phenomenon that has gained increasing interest over the last 8 years. Investigating how social media can be used to generate value for brands beyond customer relationship purposes, the skilled authors explore how social media users co-create value for businesses, influence other consumers and generate electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM). Providing insights from practitioners and academics, this book goes further than simply exploring e-commerce and social media, and addresses the real relevance of social commerce in today’s business landscape. With a selection of contemporary case studies and a Foreword written by Inthefrow’s creator, Victoria Magrath, Social Commerce will be an engaging read for those studying consumer behaviour, online marketing, and e-commerce.
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Introduction to Digital Audio Coding and Standards (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2002
Provides a detailed introduction to the implementations and official standards of the state of the art audio coding technology.     

       The topic of digital audio coding is of interest to a wide audience, including engineering and industrial professionals working in telecommunications, hardware design, music, and software product...
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Official Adobe Print Publishing Guide, Second Edition: The Essential Resource for Design, Production, and PrepressAdobe Press, 2005

	Until recently, most prepress tasks—such as scanning color
	photographs, trapping, imposition, color correction, and halftone
	screening—were performed exclusively by skilled specialists
	working manually or on expensive proprietary systems. Today
	many of these tasks can be accomplished on the desktop.
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Key Topics in Sexual Health (Key Topics Series)CRC Press, 2005

	This impeccably researched text provides the reader with a comprehensive overview of sexual health, exploring a range of topics such as:

	
		sexually transmitted infections
	
		contraception
	
		urological conditions
	
		genital dermatoses
	
		sexual dysfunction
	
		novel...
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JAVA DESIGN PATTERNSIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	If a problem occurs over and over again, a solution to that problem has been used

	effectively. That solution is described as a pattern. The design patterns are languageindependent

	strategies for solving common object-oriented design problems. When you

	make a design, you should know the names of some common solutions. Learning design...
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Highs and Lows of European Integration: Sixty Years After the Treaty of RomeSpringer, 2018

	
		
			
				
					In light of Europe’s prolonged state of crisis, this book reassesses the challenges and prospects of the European integration process. Scholars from diverse disciplines reflect on various types of integration by analyzing political, economic and sociological variables, while also taking legal...
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Cluster Analysis for Data Mining and System IdentificationBirkhauser, 2007

	Data clustering is a common technique for statistical data analysis, which is used in many fields, including machine learning, data mining, pattern recognition, image analysis and bioinformatics. Clustering is the classification of similar objects into different groups, or more precisely, the partitioning of a data set into subsets...
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